Introduction
• mSUGRA: five parameters ⇒ m 0 , m 1/2 , tan β, µ, A 0
• R-parity: R = (−1) 
Search for Charginos and Neutralinos (2)
• Trilepton channel is the golden mode for chargino/neutralino search Signature: three charged leptons plus missing transverse energy • Challenges
Leptons have low transverse momenta Small cross sections: σ×BR < 0.5 pb 
Backgrounds
• Background components
• All backgrounds except QCD from Monte Carlo QCD contribution determined from data inverting some of the lepton ID criteria Two good reconstructed electrons p T > 12 GeV and p T > 8 GeV
Small invariant mass 18 GeV < m ee < 60 GeV Not back-to-back ∆φ ee < 2.9
• Anti-tt cut
Reject events with large jet activity Sum of all jet momenta < 80 GeV • E / T related cuts • E / T related cuts
• E / T and track
Product of E / T and track p T E / T × p T > 220 GeV Two good muons of same charge p T > 5 GeV for both muons Not back-to-back ∆φ µµ < 2.9
• Anti-Z/γ * → µµ cuts Small invariant mass for OS pairs 25 GeV < m µµ < 65 GeV
• Tightened p T cuts p T > 13 GeV and p T > 8 GeV • E / T related cuts 
Current Result
• Three reference scenarios "3l-max": Maximize leptonic BR of chargino and neutralino ⇒ mχ0 
